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Students eating lunch at the Kadoorie School, Bombay. c. 1963. View more photos of
JDC’s work in India in our latest Collection Highlight.

JDC Historic Films Available for
Use in the Classroom
Visualizing history.

A Scholarly Glimpse
Jewish Refugees and JDC in Warsaw
during the Holocaust
A new book by Israeli historian, Lea Prais.

Family Researchers
Holocaust-Era Documents from Poland
Genealogical resources in the records of JDC’s Warsaw
Office, 1939-1941.

Events and Happenings
JDC Archives Partners with Google Cultural
Institute
Archives treasures featured on the innovative digital
platform.

Archives Treasure
Imagination out of Isolation
Works of art illustrate a cultural reawakening.

Using the Archives
JDC Archives Curated Exhibits
Enjoy our online exhibits about JDC’s critical work based on
the Archives’ remarkable collection of images and documents.

Personal Stories
Rescue through Emigration in the Nazi Era
Alberto Dorfzaun, a family historian, traces his roots from
Germany to Ecuador and Colombia.

Have you checked out our Names Index?
The JDC Names Index
Explore your family history! Search over 500,000
names drawn from our historic documents and client
lists, with more material added regularly.
Find your family history

The JDC Archives houses one of the world’s most significant collections of modern Jewish history. Comprising the
organizational records of the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC), the world’s leading Jewish
humanitarian organization, the Archives includes over 3 miles of text documents, 100,000 photographs, a research
library of more than 6,000 books, 1,100 audio recordings including oral histories, and a video collection.
With records of activity in more than 90 countries dating from its founding in 1914 to the present, the JDC Archives has
two centers, located in New York City and Jerusalem, and is open to the public by appointment. For more information,
visit archives.jdc.org. For more information on JDC Archives Fellowships, visit the Fellowships page.
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